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B.Tech.III Semester (Main/Back) Examination Dec. -2016

I nformatio n Techn ology

3IT1A Electronic Devices & Circuits
cs,IT

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 80
Min. Passing Marks : 26

Instructions to Candidqtes:

Atrempr any jive questions, selecting one question from each unir. All questions
carry equal marks. (Schematic diagrams must be shown wherever necessar\'.

Any data you feel missing suitabty be assumed and stated clearly. Lhits-o/-
quantiti.es used/calculated must be stated clearly.

Unit - I

1. a) Find the probability to find an electron at energy level s =r.8ev in silicon at

room temperature. Assume the fermi level , €r = 0.5\ev. Also find the probability

of hole at same level. (6)

b) Discuss the factors on which depends the carrier generation and recombination
in semiconductor.

c) Design a clamping circuit
sinatr at-2volt.

(4)

using diode for clamp a input waveform vi : V0

(6)

OR

1. a) Find the contact potential between point I and 2 in a semiconductor sample

shown in fig. - l(a) (6)
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Fig. 1(a)

b) Design a clippling circuit using PN junction to achieve a output waveforni as

shown in fig. - I (b)

IV, =1018/ .- /cm
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2. a)
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Assume the input wavefrom is v,!5sina; (6)

What is difference between Full wave and Halfwave voltage multiplier? (4)

Unit - il
Find all junction voltage and terminal current in Fig. 2 (a). Assume

a = 0.8 and I rro = 200 nano Amp. (S)
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What is difference between

D Biasing and stabilization

. ii) DC andAC analysis (4+4:8)

2, a) How reverse- saturation current I"",, of collector junction depends on

D Collector supply

ii) Junctiontemperatureand

iii) Collector region doping.

Exptain with Analytical discussion. (2+3+3:8)

b) Design a voltage divider bias circuit to establish a current Ir.: lmA using a

power supply v"" : f l2Volt. Assume the nominal value of p'= 1gg (6)

c) What is condition forthermal stability? (2)

Unit - III
3. a) Find the expression for overall voltage and current gain for a CB-CC

configuration. (S)

b)
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b) Determine the lower and higher Cutoff frequency { and t for a RC arnplifier
show in fig. - 3(b). Assume Cx =lW}pF and C, =1gpp . (g)
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OR
Find the overall voltage gain expression for a CS-CD double stage FET3;, a)

b)

4. a)

amplifier. (8)

b)

Design a double stage CE=CE amplifier for achieve overall voltage gain 40dB.
Assume the B of each transistor is 100. Neglect the source resistance. (g)

Unit - IV
Define the unit of
r) Feedback factor in voltage series Feedback

ii) Feedback factor in current shunt Feedback.

Find the value of feedback factor and its topology in fig. a(b)
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c) Find the most appropriate Feedback in foilowing condition.

Load

low

Hieh

(2x2:4)

(6)

(2x3=6)

r)

ii)

Source

Current source

Voltage source
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OR

4. a)

5. a)

b)

c)

If the open circuit voltage gain of an amplifier is 1000 find the value of input

and output resistance with feedback in following ca-ses. Assume 10% output

voltage is feedback.

r) 4 = 1000, fto = 10frQ feedback is voltage series.
.. :..

ii) 4 = 5000, Ro = 100kfi feedback is voltage shunt.

Why feedback is used in ampli{iers and oscillators? What difference between

these two cases? ' (4)

If the fractional change in,open circuit voltage gain is 50% with temperature

then what would be the fractional change in voltage gain with feedback if 5o/o

feedback is used. Assume the open circuit voltage gain A.: 500.
' Unit-V

Design a wein hridge oscillator using

r) BJT as active element.

Let F =100.

ii) Op-Amp as active element

Explain the frequency division by bistable multivibrator

Draw the Hystris curye of a schmitt trigger and define its LTP and VTP point.
(4)

OR

Design a schmitt trigger such that its LTP and UTP are

r'f
-Y DD

.,
'L

equal and equal to

(4+4=8)

(A',)

(4+4:8)

' (4)

a)5.

b)

c)

(8)

b) Design a colpitt oscillator for obtain osciltration frequency 10 MHz. Assume

mutual inductance is Negligible. (8)
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